Did You Know?

Did you know cargo and insurance companies lose billions a year due to operator injury? We introduce a shipping container safety hand leverage tool, designed for opening and closing trucking and shipping containers with the safety of the driver, operator, and worker foremost in mind.

Compatibility

Designed to fit and extend the door latch handles on side by side doors found on the following units with the safety of the driver, operator, and worker foremost in mind:

- Dismountable and Refrigerated Shipping Cargo Container Trailers
- Semitrailer Refrigerated and Dry Freight Cargo Vans

Built to Last

- Safety tool rated up to 53k PSI
- 3 layers of rust inhibitors
- Plastic vinyl handle
- Anti-corrosive to gas and oil, helps operators hands from slipping

3 Tools in 1

Our Shipping Container Tool gives you the best bang for your buck in addition to the safety and savings our tool provides to trucking companies and their safety departments, along with insurance companies, reduced workman's comp claims.

Door Latch Handle Extender

As a Door Latch Handle Extender, it is a safety leverage bar to assist the driver operator in opening and closing shipping container doors. Great for opening and closing shipping and cargo container trailers that are rusted or frozen shipping container doors!

Tire Thumper

The Tire Thumper function assists the driver operator in a quick method of evaluating properly inflated tires for truck driver safety. Properly inflated tires make a loud, sharp thud. Poorly inflated tires make a dull thud!

5th Wheel Release Tool

The Fifth Wheel Release Hook assists the driver in releasing the fifth wheel which can cause neck, shoulder and back injury as well as, damaging your clothes with grease, oil, and road grime. This pull hook will eliminate these problems.
Experience Safety and Productivity Using Our Shipping Container Leverage Safety Tool

This intermodal container cargo inspection tool and leverage safety bar is to aid in opening and closing side-by-side doors found within Dismountable Shipping Cargo Container Trailer Transportation Industries (Railroad, Harbor, and Trucking Industries).

It is the perfect instrument to assist the driver or yard worker in opening and closing of frozen shipping container doors and locking mechanisms found on conventional style (side by side) doors, allowing opening and closing of frozen shipping container doors a great deal easier.

Who Will this Tool Benefit?

Businesses, organizations or agencies that need extra secure storage space, and currently utilize shipping containers. Drivers, operators, and workers that are employed in the following fields:

- Harbor Yards
- Rail Yards
- Trucking Yards
- Distribution Centers
- Warehouses
- School
- Construction Sites
- Businesses
- Military
- Law Enforcement
- Highway Patrol
- Code Enforcement
- Dept. of Transportation
- US Customs
- US Coast Guards
- Fire Department

Contact Us:
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Website: opnbar.com